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Overview
The COVID pandemic has again made 2021/22 a challenging year for everyone, but good governance and operational 
agility has allowed us to continue to deliver against our strategic priorities.

We’ve seen the final delivery of our £78m Growth Deal investment programme and the deployment of our £14.3m
Getting Building Fund, alongside various delivery through ESIF, COVID recovery grants, the CIoS Investment Fund,
Enterprise Zones initiatives, Skills Advisory Panel (Employment and Skills Board), Digital Skills Partnership, Careers Hub,
Apprenticeships and support via the LEP’s Growth and Skills Hub. We’ve seen the continued evolution of our culture
and creative industries sectors, well articulated through local partnerships and the LEP’s bid into the UK City of Culture
2025 competition.

Cornwall is among the first wave of the Government’s County Deals, with the promise of more devolved powers and 
the pledge of long term investment through its Shared Prosperity Fund.  This is a massive opportunity to shape the 
region’s destiny, but it also means getting the balance right between investment in places, people and emerging sectors 
of our economy.

In the early days of the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) our focus was very much on getting Cornwall’s physical
infrastructure right, with significant investment in road and rail projects to make it easier for people to get to, from, and
around Cornwall, and opening up sites for new homes and businesses. Latterly we have focused more on emerging
sectors that can create more high wage jobs in the future and harness Cornwall’s natural assets as part of a low carbon
economy. That has seen the LEP invest directly in lithium extraction, space assets like Goonhilly and Spaceport
Cornwall, the development of a floating offshore wind industry in the Celtic Sea, and support for geothermal heat and
electricity projects. The scale of these emerging sectors should not be underestimated. We are talking about thousands
of jobs in industries that can make a huge contribution to Cornwall and the UK’s low carbon ambitions, and our
economy.
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Mark Duddridge
Chair, CIoS LEP

We haven’t overlooked our traditional industries, like agriculture and tourism, which are vital to our economy and our 
environment. Both have faced severe pressures from the pandemic, and like many are now wrestling with inflation.  As a 
LEP we’ve been able to lobby on their behalf for more support, and in the case of agriculture are working with 
Government to help farmers adjust to a new post-Brexit subsidy regime in the coming years. Recent short term business 
support advice for farmers and food producers has demonstrated that we know what is needed and what works…we just 
need much more of it delivered directly to our businesses in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly.

The common thread that runs through all this activity is the importance of the private sector in helping to inform the 
challenges, opportunities and solutions for Cornwall’s economy. 

Through Covid and the G7, we’ve been hugely impressed with how the business community has been able to work 
together over the last few years with local authorities and others with a unity of purpose around threats, opportunities, 
needs and lobbying for Cornwall and Scilly.  There is a tremendous opportunity to nurture that strong existing spirit of 
co-operation, collective will and determination to improve the lot of our communities, businesses and environment. And 
at a time when we’ve never needed it more.

We are also pleased that local businesses are hard-wired into the Government’s Shared Prosperity Fund. This says that 
local investment plans put forward by devolved areas should focus on the three pillars of communities and place, local 
businesses and people and skills.

We go into 2022/23 considering the implications of the LEP Review and Levelling Up White Paper, with due regard to LEP 
integration and county deal proposals but remain focused on deployment against our Local Industrial 
Strategy priorities, fulfilling our convening role, providing an independent business voice and continuing 
to deliver a range of functions of behalf of Government Departments.
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Who we are and key facts
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The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership is one of 38 LEPs in England. Private sector-led, it is a 
partnership between the private and public sectors and is driving the economic strategy for the area, determining 
local priorities and undertaking activities to drive growth and the creation of local jobs.

Our board currently includes 14 appointed representatives of the private sector, 3 nominated Cornwall Council 
representatives and 1 nominated representative from the Council of the Isles of Scilly.

Population

573,229
residents

CIoS Economy

£11.47

billion

Productivity
GVA per filled job (CIoS)

£41,984

Average House 
Prices

£304,637

Who we are and key facts

Employed
Employed 16-64

242,400

Workplace 
Earnings

Median Annual Total 
Earnings

£20,628

Businesses
Local Units

28,785
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Who we are and key facts
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Our vision
Local Industrial Strategy

Vision:

In 2030 Cornwall and Isles of Scilly’s creative and carbon neutral 
economy will be realising opportunities for its people, communities
and businesses to thrive, benefiting the environment and providing
an outstanding quality of life for all.

Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are rich in natural capital and alive with opportunity. We must now move 
beyond the economy of the past, where a narrow definition of growth led to an imbalance between our 
natural and material resources and between the income levels of our resident population. By mobilising our 
considerable cultural assets and social capital in order to realise our region’s full potential and deliver inclusive 
growth. 

Our Industrial Strategy sets a course for a decarbonised and sustainable future for business, for people and for 
our environment. Our pioneering spirit, strength of community and culture of innovation and creativity will 
take us there. We will look to the horizon in terms of ideas, global markets and even the potential of Space to 
fully embrace the principles of a regenerative economy that can deliver for all. People are at the heart of our 
strategy; improvements to our economy must be inclusive and will have a net-positive impact on the 
environment and the health and wellbeing of all our community. 

Through the delivery of the Local Industrial Strategy, we aim to secure Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly’s position 
as an internationally renowned rural creative region.
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Who we are and key facts
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Our ambitions and distinctive opportunities / USPs
Our ambitions to lift performance across the economy:

People
A skilled, healthy and inclusive workforce that feels inspired and valued, enjoying quality of life, a living wage and pride of place.
Infrastructure
A fully connected economy, built environment and transport system powered by a zero carbon smart grid and accessible green
infrastructure.
Business Environment
Productive, innovative businesses, scaling up and working together to broaden CIoS capabilities and retain value from a circular
economy.
Ideas
A growing entrepreneurial ecosystem nurtured by our anchor institutions, embedding R&D, creativity and innovation in business to
improve productivity.
Place
A thriving network of connected and innovative businesses, equitable communities and productive systems, all capitalising on the
strengths and opportunities of our cultural assets and natural capital.

Our distinctive opportunities / USPs:

Clean energy resources
Capitalising on our unrivalled natural resources; leading innovation in floating offshore wind (FLOW) & deep geothermal.
Geo-resources
Harnessing our expertise as well as the critical minerals necessary for the low-carbon transition, in a sustainable way.
Data and space
Exploiting the unique physical, digital and intellectual assets in the region and using data to overcome local and global challenges.
Visitor economy
Making CIoS the global leader for low carbon experiences for visitors and residents, maximising links to the environment, heritage and
culture.
Agri-food
Creating a productive and sustainable sector maximising market opportunities for land and marine management and food
processing/production.
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Strategic impact - 2021/22

Apr 
2021

G7 Summit
Cornwall 
UK 2021

Deep Space 
Communication 

completion (LGF)

May 
2021

June 
2021

July 
2021

Aug 
2021

Sept 
2021

Smart Islands EV 
completion (LGF)

Mar 
2021

Porthleven Business & 
Community Park 
completion (LGF)

Falfish expansion 
project completion 

(LGF)

Smart Islands BEMS 
completion (LGF)

Aviation Centre 
construction 

commencement (GBF)

FLOW Accelerator SiPf / 
ERDF decisions

wAVE Project
completion

LEP Chair 
recruitment 

paused

Spaceport Outreach
6,000 students engaged 

Employment & 
Skills

Kickstart 
Programme

Cornwall 
Apprenticeship 

Campaign
Phase 2 and website 

launch

ESF Recovery 
Plan Projects 

Employment & 
Skills

Digital Skills 
Bootcamps

Virtual Skills 
Show

Careers Hub
virtual work 
experience 

placement delivered

Liskeard Cattle Market (LGF) 
workspace breaking ground

UK City of 
Culture

Longlisted
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Jan-

Mar 22

Aviation Centre (GBF) 
completion

Oct 
2021

Nov 
2021

Dec 
2021

Social Housing Retrofit 
Acceleration (GBF) 

completion
Lithium Recovery Plant 

(GBF) completion
Saputo Dairy UK – Project Generation 

Capacity & Infrastructure (GBF)

Truro and Penwith North and 
East Cornwall STEM Skills 
Centre (GBF) completion

LEP Chair 
Recruitment

1 year term extension 
commenced

Great South West
• Tourism
• Farm Business Support
• City of Culture 2025
• FLOW

Investment
• Enterprise Zones
• CIoS IF
• ESIF
• LUF/CRF
• SPF development
• Towns Fund

Sectors
• Tech metals
• Rural, fishing, food and 

drink
• Tourism
• Energy

Economic Recovery
• CIoS Growth Hub/Skills 

Hub/People Hub
• LIS Implementation
• Business Recovery, Grants and 

Loans

Employment 
& Skills

Refresh of Local 
Skills Report

Employment 
& Skills

Launch event 
for Langarth 
development

LEP 
Recruitment

Co-opted 
Directors

HFC completion (LGF)

Spaceport Launch 
Operations Facility (GBF)

UK City of 
Culture 2025

Bid 
Submission

Strategic impact - 2021/22
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Case Study: G7 Showcase
The CIoS LEP delivered a campaign to change perceptions of Cornwall and showcase what it can offer the world 
ahead of the G7 Summit in June 2021 aimed at national and international journalists covering the event.

The LEP highlighted the role Cornwall and its natural environment can play in the transition to a low carbon economy.  
Climate change was high on the G7 agenda and the UK later hosted the UN’s COP26 Climate Change Conference in 
November 2021.

The LEP CEO hosted an online briefing for national and international journalists attending the G7 to provide some 
context about Cornwall and Scilly, and why the region is poised to play a leading role in the transition to a low carbon 
economy. Local businesses showcased how Cornwall’s natural resources are being harnessed to hit the target to be 
net zero carbon by 2030, which is 20 years ahead of the rest of the UK.

The LEP produced a series of videos looking at new growth areas of Cornwall’s economy as well as producing a G7 
Special edition of Business Cornwall magazine which was delivered to local audiences and included in both 
journalist packs and within the Summit itself.  These included:

• Geothermal energy, and the UK’s first commercial geothermal power plant;
• The extraction of lithium and other technology metals vital to the energy

transition;
• The potential to be a world-leader in floating offshore wind power;
• Cornwall’s burgeoning digital and tech industries;
• And the role of space and data in the modern economy.

The briefings formed part of a 45-minute online presentation hosted by 
the LEP watched by journalists from France, Germany and Japan, as well as 
national media here in the UK.
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Case Study: Georesources - transition to a low carbon economy
In 2021, the LEP set out how Cornwall can support national and global
ambitions in the transition to a low carbon economy. A new prospectus and
summary film, ‘How Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly is leading the green
industrial revolution’, set out how decarbonising the economy is both an
environmental imperative and huge opportunity for the region.

The prospectus focused on Cornwall’s world-class deposits of technology
metals like lithium, tin and copper, which are essential components in many of
today’s rapidly growing clean energy technologies but are currently imported
to the UK. Several companies are looking at sustainable, low carbon methods
of mineral extraction in Cornwall, with three companies alone projecting 1,000
high value jobs in the coming years and over 2,000 indirect jobs. Cornwall
already has more than 100 businesses active in the mining sector around the
world.

Floating offshore wind energy is another area with huge potential for Cornwall,
with the Celtic Sea identified as one of only two areas in the UK for large-scale
floating wind deployment. Cornwall is targeting 3GW of floating wind either
installed or under development in the Celtic Sea by 2030, creating at least
1,500 primary jobs, 9,600 broader jobs and £900m of economic benefit.

More than half of the critical measurements on climate change rely on satellite data, and Cornwall will give the UK its
own satellite launch capability from Spaceport Cornwall in 2022. Combined with Goonhilly’s Earth Station’s ability to
track and control aircraft and analyse data, Cornwall is central to the UK Government’s National Space Strategy.

And the region is pioneering other technologies, from deep geothermal energy at United Downs and the Eden Project,
to the development of renewable biofuels and local energy networks.
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Local Growth Fund

New Workspace: C-Space Newquay

Falfish New Cold Storage Facility

Smart Islands, Isles of Scilly

Enabling Works: Liskeard Cattle Market

Deep Space Communication Project, Goonhilly Earth Station

New Workspace: Porthleven Business Park

The £78m Local Growth Fund investment were made in
26 projects such as transport, energy, workspace, and
aerospace. The programmes ended on 31 March 2021
and is now in the monitoring phase.

Key outcomes achieved to date (@Q4 21/22):
Housing: 53%; Workspace: 43%; Direct Jobs: 47%;
Indirect Jobs: 36%.

Programme Evaluation, concluded strong VFM
performance, and improvements made over lifetime of
programme.
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Getting Building Fund

The Social Housing Retrofit Project

Saputo Diary UK

Truro and Penwith North and East Cornwall 
STEM Skills Centre

Aerospace / Space Hanger, Cornwall Airport 
Newquay

The Getting Building Fund (£14.3m) programme is expected to deliver a new and greener economic recovery
through new retrofitting schemes, advanced and greener manufacturing, higher productive capacity and town
centre rejuvenation.

The funding is fully committed. Total expenditure is £13.324m (at Q4 21/22), 93% of the total allocation. 36%
employment outcomes achieved and 54% of business and enterprise outcomes achieved.

Lithium Recovery Plant

Hall for Cornwall
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Case Study: Getting Building Fund - Saputo Dairy UK 

A multi-million pound dairy development project in North Cornwall is on course to be completed following a 
£3.17m investment from the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP).

The LEP’s grant from the Government’s Getting Building Fund is supporting the multi- million pound 
development of the world-class Saputo Dairy UK creamery in Davidstow. The £13m project includes LEP funding 
for new plant and machinery at Davidstow that will help increase capability for cheese production and by-
products, reduce the environmental footprint of the creamery by improving waste water treatment, cutting 
water usage and CO2 emissions, and support jobs in the rural economy.

Davidstow currently employs more than 200 people and is home to the famous Cathedral City cheddar brand 
which has annual retail sales of over £300 million and is found in more than half of all UK household fridges. It is 
also exported to Europe, Canada and the US. The project is expected to create 10 direct jobs and support 
around 60 construction jobs.

The site makes more than 50,000 tonnes of cheese annually from high quality local milk, sourced from around 
330 dairy farmers across Cornwall and the South West with full end-to-end traceability.

The LEP’s funding is part of a successful bid for £14.3m of Getting Building Fund investment in 2020 following a 
Government call for projects that could create jobs and support post-Covid-19 economic recovery across the 
country. Other LEP-backed Getting Building Fund projects in Cornwall include the transformation of the Hall for 
Cornwall in Truro city centre, a new STEM and health Skills Centre in Bodmin, and funding for a pilot lithium 
extraction plant at United Downs near Redruth, which will seek to separate lithium for electric vehicles batteries 
from geothermal waters from deep underground as part of a growing technology metals industry in Cornwall.
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Enterprise Zones

Achievements:

• £172k EZ Growth Fund paid out. Current balance is 
£1.359m of which £1.381m is committed.

• £283k of Government funded rate relief approved.
• Carbon Baseline Inventory completed for EZ 

Businesses.
• Hayle MRBP Phase 2 and 3 underway.
• Works and preparations underway for Spaceport with 

first launch expected end of summer 2022.

Marine Hub has 30.8 ftes (average salary £44,571) 
Aerohub+ has 262.8 ftes (average salary £37,097) 
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Employment and Skills
Achievements:

• Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy approved by DfE, ESB and Cornwall Council
• Supported by:

• Skills conference
• Business Survey
• Business Focus Groups
• Annual Conversation
• Young people focus group

• Programme of Deep dives commissioned – year 1, Digital, Green and Space.
• Community Renewal Fund – secured £1.1m for 2 projects.
• Strategic Development Fund – worked with Truro and Penwith and Cornwall College to 

secure £3.9m for Green Skills College Business Centre.
• Secured £314k for Bodmin Partnerships for People and Place project.
• Secured funding with Heart of the South West LEP to deliver Skills Bootcamps Wave 2 and 

bid for Wave 3 submitted.
• Digital Skills Partnership provided funding for pilot lending library (laptops, tablets and 

data), project has now secured additional funds to continue.
• Secured funds to run code clubs for schools.
• Commissioned LMI resources.
• Secured funds for Skills and Labour Market all age portal – for wider development in 

2022/23.
• People Hub extended to work with residents in and out of work.
• Apprenticeship campaign renewed and bucking national trend with numbers staying 

consistent.
• Digital work experience delivered to provide skills films.
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Employment and Skills

Case Study: Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy

The LEP works in partnership with local authorities to shape the future economy of our region; including the
design, shape and delivery of skills programmes that meet the needs of people, business and place in an inclusive
and customer focused way, representing our key economic sectors with learning providers to shape local
provision; and ensuring that employers have the talent they need to build back better.

The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy provides the information and intelligence needed to develop a long
term, evidence based response to local business and people’s skills needs. The Strategy complements local
recovery plans and will be kept ‘live’ through review, monitoring and evaluation processes.

Of particular importance are the priorities within the Strategy that ensure we support our foundation sectors;
ones which underpin our economy due to their significant contribution to our productivity, support the delivery of
critical council services and support the health and wellbeing of our residents. The Strategy sets out the
importance of these sectors; health and social care, construction, retail and hospitality with dedicated and robust
actions set out in the action plan to focus our investment planning and programme designs to ensure that we
engage with sector representatives to understand their demands and challenges now and into the future.

The Local Skills and Labour Market Strategy has the following priorities, which the Employment and Skills Board
will govern, monitor and review to ensure delivery of the associated action plan:
• Inspire – developing the workforce of tomorrow.
• Transform – a productive workforce.
• Innovate – accelerate the growth and diversification of the economy.
• Thrive – opportunity for all.
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What’s next – 2022 and beyond

Our key priorities for 2022/23 include:

Strategy
• Levelling-up/Business voice – continue to lead the Economic Recovery Group and activities; continue 

to implement the Local Industrial Strategy, including sector support and convening; lead the 
Employment and Skills Strategy through the Employment and Skills Board; continuing our support for 
the Great South West initiative and promoting regional investment and opportunities.

• Green Industrial Revolution – continue to develop Floating Offshore Wind in the south west; 
advocating for tech metal opportunities in CIoS; promoting Net Zero technology; maximising energy 
efficiency deployment measures and advocating for business energy infrastructure requirements.

• Communications and engagement – ongoing improvements to our reach and impact; driving the work 
of the LEP Network and other influencers and; continuing our convening and challenge roles across 
partnerships.

Governance
• Supporting devolution transition arrangements.

• Ensuring continued compliance with the National Assurance Framework.
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What’s next – 2022 and beyond
Delivery
• Investment programmes – delivering against our programme targets for Enterprise Zones, Growth Hub, 

SW Energy Hub, CIoS Investment Fund and the establishment of a Culture and Creative Industries 
Investment Programme.  Through our Employment and Skills Board, continue to deliver our skills 
programmes such as Digital Skills Partnership, Careers Hub and Apprenticeships. 
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Financial Overview – 2020/21 accounts

The CIoS LEP’s Audited Annual Report and Financial Statements for the year ended 
31 March 2021 are available on the LEP’s website –
www.cioslep.com/governance/additional-information/financial-information/

http://www.cioslep.com/governance/additional-information/financial-information/
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